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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 About the Project
In this Whitepaper, we scrutinize the performance and opportunities of the real estate industry,
in connection with blockchain technology and decentralised finance (DeFi).
By creating Reitis Capital, as the Real Estate Corporation of People (RECoP), we are the ONLY
company in the world to do all three in one: (1) accomplish the tokenisation of actual
construction business, (2) manage the real estate development sites and business, and (3) apply
decentralised finance (DeFi) in the real estate business.
Our project’s idea was the answer to this question: “What would happen if a DeFi Blockchain real
estate project was run by its Community?”
To answer it we have started the rEvolution (Real Estate Evolution), away from rigid financial
structures and traditional mind-set concerning the real estate investment. We have generically
named it the "Real Estate Corporation of People" (RECoP) to provide a convenient global
opportunity to people ready to join this new DeFi rEvolution.
Being decentralised, Reitis doesn’t have access to users’ funds, and they maintain control of their
funds without external influence. The Reitis DeFi Platform needs no other formalities from the
traders and investors, only name, email, and a wallet (MetaMask, Trust Wallet, etc.).

1.2 Why DeFi in Real Estate?
According to the US Social Security, by taking 100 people at the start of their working careers and
following them for 40 years until they reach retirement age, you’ll find out that is 5% successful,
95% unsuccessful.1 Similar situation is in the most countries worldwide. The right question is:
where are you?
With today's rising prices and layoffs it is imperative to take important life assets into our own
hands. We are privileged to early adoption of blockchain technology and decentralised finance. By
joining the rEvolution by Reitis, you are placed in the beginning of a new era for decentralised
investment Communities.
Reitis mission is to become the crucial point of interaction between blockchain, the decentralised
finances (DeFi), the actual real estate development business, and global Communities of online
crypto investors.
In 10 years, we plan to create 1 million stable jobs across Europe and globally, and to help at least
1 million of XREI token holders to become fractional or entire property owners in 2 main places:
major EU/US cities and in exotic islands around the world.

1

Unbound Money: https://www.unboundmoney.com/100-man-story/; see also: https://www.bls.gov/nls/questionsand-answers.htm
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1.3 What is Different?
There are many business projects created by using blockchain technology, but what is different
about Reitis? Below are 10 certain things that are differentiating us from the competition.
1. Through building DeFi Real Estate 3.0 frontier we will see the organic growth of Reitis
Community, at liberty, not addicted to anyone or anything! You control your keys and
money; no one will interfere with your property and privacy.
2. By creating non-fungible tokens (NFTs), we offer XREI token holders the possibility to buy
NFT parcels on exotic islands and become proud owners and citizens of those island
countries. Reitis metaverse NFTs will include real and virtual travel adventures to the
exotic islands and cities where we construct sustainably!
3. Physical travel will be gradually replaced by communications in the metaverse, which is
cost-effective. On the top of each high building (block apartment, hotel, etc.) we will have
an actual plus virtual space, a coffee shop, where NFT owners will be able to come and
take a coffee with other owners and friends, view the surrounding area, and see the
virtual city or island where that building or house are located.
4. For the first time in the world, we are offering a stake in a Real Estate Corporation and
digital REIT (Real Estate Investment Trust) through transforming XREI tokens in dividends.
5. Tenants and home Buyers will be able to use XREI tokens to get high quality sustainable
apartments in high scrapers and eco shelters in exotic islands (actual real estate NFTs).
6. Something that happens nowhere yet, high transparency of decisions and full disclosure of
financial records to XREI token holders; and a project backed by a 10-years long-term
steady business plan, as shown in this whitepaper at financial section.
7. The Same Day Guarantee (RSDG): Reitis will remove the friction associated with crypto
exchanges. After full launch, we will guarantee you same day processing on account
registration, funding/withdrawal transactions, and access to 24/7 live customer support.
This is our guarantee to you or you won’t pay any withdrawal fees on your transaction.
8. Unlike most of crypto and DeFi projects, through its unchangeable supply cap (there will
only ever be 50 million XREI tokens). This reality will be protected by rock solid economic
design, incentives and a decentralized network of nodes and users around the world.
9. Through Reitis Debit Card, when users will become confident that the token will be
accepted for payment nearly everywhere, we’ll see XREI reaching the point where people
will use it not only as trading tools but also in everyday payments as well.
10. Reitis is a decentralized, premium Community building network operated and benefited by
the XREI token owners. A Community and a Corporation that is run by people. This has
never happened before and now we are making it a reality together with you! No
company will have a say in the management of your tokens or property, as you are ONLY
the holder of the keys and the ONLY owner of that piece of land or building!
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2. WHAT IS REITIS?
Reitis Capital is a Premium residential and commercial real estate developer who has digitalized
its business and facilitates people's access to real estate by sharing profit with investors. This is
done in a simple way by joining the new DeFi Market, which will be explained in the next sections.

2.1 What is Decentralized Finance (DeFi)?
DeFi is a collection of blockchain based financial services that use automated workflows to make
financial decisions. As opposed to traditional banks, there are no people involved in these
transactions at all. Instead of a person, a set of programmed rules called a smart contract
administers a DeFi service, which is in charge of accepting and paying out money and adjusting to
market conditions as they change.

2.1.1 Why DeFi (Decentralised Finance)?
Ryan Sean Adams, the founder of Mythos Capital, wrote in his Bankless daily newsletter:
“We’re getting closer to the point where people don’t need a bank. Savings accounts, mutual
funds, mobile payments—these can be replaced by a bankless alternative today! Alternatives that
are better than incumbents options and are accessible to anyone globally with a smartphone!”2
Satoshi Nakamoto: “The root problem with conventional currency is all the trust that’s required to
make it work. The central bank must be trusted not to debase the currency, but the history of fiat
currencies is full of breaches of that trust. Banks must be trusted to hold our money and transfer it
electronically, but they lend it out in waves of credit bubbles with barely a fraction in reserve. We
have to trust them with our privacy, trust them not to let identity thieves drain our accounts. Their
massive overhead costs make micropayments impossible.”3
Despite still being in its early stages, the DeFi industry already allows individuals across the globe
to download an app, buy coins or tokens and deposit them to earn higher interest rates than on
traditional savings accounts. Moreover, this can be done without the need for paperwork or
identity verification. All it takes is a smartphone!
Since 2015, Teodor Muntean, the founder of Reitis Project, has downloaded a set of smartphone
apps that effectively do everything a bank does. He never needed to walk into a bank branch
again! Anyone can do this, no matter where in the world you live! The idea of a bankless future is,
therefore, here and now!

2.1.2 Why a DeFi Token?
We believe that through the power of collective decentralisation we can build something stronger
than a centralised group ever could create: a Community-run business and token! By giving the
power back to crowd investors, we have chosen to develop a decentralised finance workable
model.

2

Ryan Sean Adams, Banking without a Bank: 3 Ways DeFi is disrupting traditional banking with bankless alternatives:
https://newsletter.banklesshq.com/p/banking-without-a-bank?s=r
3
Satoshi Nakamoto, The Peer to Peer Foundation: http://p2pfoundation.ning.com/forum/topics/bitcoin-open-source
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2.1.3 What is Reitis DeFi Token?
Reitis DeFi Token [XREI] is a BEP-20 type decentralised finance (DeFi) Community token, which is
used for trading, farming, staking, voting on decentralised exchanges (DEXs), and for buying actual
real estate non-fungible tokens (NFTs).

2.2 How to Get XREI Tokens?
To access Reitis (the Real Estate rEvolution), members can acquire XREI Tokens in 2 ways:
 XREI Token Pre-sale on Reitis DeFi Platform. Price 55% off.
 IDO Launch Platforms. Price 40% off. See details here.
 From PancakeSwap DEX (soon); it will also be listed on ThorChain, FutureSwap, etc.
 Discounts and airdrops campaigns on Telegram Group.
On PancakeSwap DEX users can do multiple transactions:
 Buying – Deposit XREI tokens to earn above-average yields;
 Trading– Earn fees by trading (exchange and create liquidity);
 Farming – Deposit LP (Liquidity Pool) tokens and lock them up to earn rewards;
 Staking – Create nodes and make the network safe while yielding rewards;
 Swapping– Convert one token for another using swap exchange;
 Voting – Governance votes to adjust the behaviour of the protocol.

2.3 Reitis Network Communities
Reitis is a growing ecosystem full of innovation and creativity. By tokenisation, Reitis users
become technology dealers and there is pride in owning a blockchain, building on it, putting the
very best into it. Reitis DeFi is a decentralised Community building network operated and
benefited by the XREI token holders. However, keep this in mind:
Reitis doesn’t shape you; but you can shape Reitis Community!
We must build a strong Network to develop a stable peer-to-peer distributed business, but we do
not create communities that are addicted to something or someone. Personally, I hate the
dependence of anyone on anything!
We are at the stage of enabling individuals through both a technological and cultural shift, to
build on the DeFi Real Estate 3.0 frontier and we will see the organic growth of Reitis Community,
at liberty, not addicted to anyone or anything!
We’ve opened the path to a community that is run by the first in the world Real Estate
Corporation of People (RECoP). This has never occurred before and now we make it a reality
together with you! The token’s keys are yours, the wallet is yours! No centralised entity (country
or company) will have a say in the management of the XREI DeFi token.
Have you ever dreamed of taking part in those majestic towers that are built in your city, town, or
village? It is possible now by linking to Reitis Community and getting a substantial stake through
holding XREI token. So, please decide to keep your freedom given by God in the ways you know,
and join the Reitis Network only if you want to!
REITIS – THE DIGITAL REIT
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3. THE MARKET INSIDES
3.1 The Blockchain Technology Market Insides
The rising interest on blockchain, tokens and cryptocurrency will boost the blockchain technology
expansion within the forecast period, 2015-2028.4

3.2 Real Estate Market Statistics, 2021
The FTSE Nareit All Equity REITs index performed strongly in 2021, with a total return of 41.3%,
while the FTSE Nareit Equity REITs index rose 43.2%. This is the second-strongest year on record
dating back to the inception of the index series on Dec. 31, 1971, as shown in the chart below.

4

Cointelegraph: Enterprise Blockchain Market Will Hit $21.07 Billion by 2025, Says Fortune Business Insights
https://cointelegraph.com/news/enterprise-blockchain-market-will-hit-2107-billion-by-2025-says-fortune-businessinsights
REITIS – THE DIGITAL REIT
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According to Research & Markets, the Global Real Estate Market is expected to grow from
$2687.35 billion in 2020 to $3717.03 billion in 2025.5

3.3 Total Value Locked Across All DeFi Compatible Blockchains
At the time of writing, the total value locked (TVL) in decentralized finance (DeFi) is around
$205.24 billion across various blockchains like Ethereum, Binance, Terra, Polygon, Solana, and
Avalanche.6

5

Research&Markets, Prnewswire, Global Real Estate Market Report 2021: https://www.prnewswire.com/newsreleases/global-real-estate-market-report-2021-market-is-expected-to-grow-from-2687-35-billion-in-2020-to-371703-billion-in-2025---forecast-to-2030--301250151.html
6
Defillama, Total Value Locked Across All DeFi Compatible Blockchains: https://defillama.com/
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4. PROBLEM & SOLUTION
4.1 The Problems
YOUPROBABLY ALREADY KNOW THIS:
 The multi trillion dollar global real estate sector is filled with problems;
 In property investments the private equity model is lucrative, but lacks the ability for
active investors to trade their real estate interests on a daily basis at a reasonable net
asset value;
 The real estate industry is highly capital-intensive but not a liquid market;
 Entry barriers prevent small investors from harvesting returns as the qualified players do;
 Globally, retirement plans and pension funds are not sustainable, so an alternative is
needed;
 Isn’t easy, but not impossible, to create a business that is not for one or few persons, but it
is for a large Community of people;
 The development stage is the most profitable in the real estate business, as it offers high
interest rates, comparing with rent stage rates which are low. Not many do both
construction and finance as we do;
 The traditional crowdfunding involves high costs and fees, but we have eliminated the
intermediaries, so the costs are very low.

4.2 Proposed Solution — Introducing DeFi to Real Estate
Reitis offers liquidity, transparency and safe investments to the Community of Investors.

REITIS – THE DIGITAL REIT
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4.3 Steps to Actual Property Ownership& Financial Freedom
The truth is that in real estate the average profit cannot go higher than maximum 25% per year, in
a happy case of a debt/interest, and about 5-7% in case of rentals. To help you and us to get – not
a quick rich scheme – but a practical path to financial freedom, we were praying and working a lot
to find and create solutions.
So, below is what we have discovered. Not an invention, these things are old enough, but a
practical way to use new technologies for creating a decent wealth for every living person.
Today, we have a big advantage of living in an era of 2 powerful realities, the technology and
decentralisation! Below are the 7 steps you should follow to invest in your wealth, despite the
economic downturns and political turmoil:

GET INTO DEFI & REAL ESTATE
Enter into decentralised finance and real estate by tokenisation. We’ve made it easy for you with
XREI DeFi token. Learn it well reading the WHITEPAPER (25 pages) or Manifesto (8 pages)

JOIN THE PLATFORM
Join our My.ReitisCapital.com investment platform, to get used with real estate investment and
the tokenisation; and to be announced when the DeFi platform is ready. If you wish, invest min.
€100 to become an rMBA (Reitis Mutual Business Associate) and get a partner link (referral).

ENTER INTO DEFI
Join the DeFi platform and get used with the first in the world decentralised trading system Reitis
Trading Expert Adviser (RTEA), from 09.2022; make higher profits, min. 100% per year.

INVEST PART OF YOUR PROFITS IN PROPERTIES
With this money you can live well splitting 50% for daily life needs, and 50% investing in
properties on the platform where you are already registered, My.ReitisCapital.com.

WATCH PROFITS GROWING
Watch your profits growing fairly fast comparing to other forms of investment, until you will be
able to acquire an apartment much faster than if you borrow money from a bank.

ENJOY FREEDOM!
Enjoy financial freedom! Continue to get XREI tokens, to benefit from its grow and from important
discounts through buying real and virtual NFT apartments, listed soon on DeFi platform.

GIVE & ENJOY LIFE!
By giving you’ll achieve! (N. Steinhardt). Give back to Reitis Social partners to help disadvantaged
children, unemployed and unhoused people.

REITIS – THE DIGITAL REIT
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4.4 Building the Community of Confidence
Cryptocurrency Investors
— Can trade and stake the XREI DeFi Token on PancakeSwap and soon on our DeFi Platform; The
creation of this platform is a must for people who are less familiar with crypto and DeFi world,
and there are so many of them! We’ve made a survey with 100+ people, friends and business
partners, and 90% of them are not familiar with DeFi and DEX!

Passive Income Investors
—The first in the world decentralised trading system Reitis Trading Expert Adviser (RTEA), a fully
automated trading system based on AI. We’ll guide you step-by-step how to connect to it. No
manual input, so you don’t have to place or close trades.

Traditional Investors
—Earning variable (5-25%) annual stake in the form of Interest, on My.ReitisCapital.com Platform;

Global Online Investors
— Get dividends by acquiring XREI Token (starting from January 2023) on My.ReitisCapital.com
Platform);

Tenants and Home Buyers
— Use XREI tokens to get high quality sustainable apartments (real estate NFTs).
The entire Network Community benefits from:
— Highly liquid, secure platform, opened to all online investors;
— Transparent decisions, with full disclosure of financial records;
— Project backed by a 10-years long-term steady business plan.
— Among the 1st global digital Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT);
— Among the first real asset non-fungible tokens (NFTs).

REITIS – THE DIGITAL REIT
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5. REITIS VISION & MISSION
5.1 Reitis Vision, Mission, Goals, Objectives
5.1 ONE VISION
– Reitis Capital (aka Real Estate Corporation of People) is created for empowering individuals to
become real estate DeFi tokens owners and get the deserved financial freedom.

5.2 ONE MISSION
– Within 10 years, we aim to create 1 million new jobs and help millions of people –XREI tokens
holders – to become actual real estate owners and investors.

5.3 THREE GOALS
– Reitis is a distinct real estate investment concept; it stands on 3 notable pillars (goals):
1)Freedom of Investment (FOI) — a liquid, transparent and affordable open market;
2)Security of Investments (SOI)— through a strong blockchain security system;
3)Equal Opportunity Investment (EOI)— swap the wealth from rich to normal people.

5.4. SEVEN OBJECTIVES
To fulfil vision, mission and the goals, Reitis has settled 7 precise objectives:
(1) RECoP, Reitis Capital Corporation in the hands of global crypto stakeholders;
(2) Reitis DeFi Platform, Decentralised finance token [XREI] for DEX trading;
(3) My.ReitisCapital.com Platform, for 90% ownership through XREI token;
(4) Reitis Decentralised Exchange and Reitis Trading Expert Assistant (RTEA);
(5) Real Estate NTF Platform, for selling real apartments to the XREI token holders;
(6) Reitis Social Centre of Excellence (RSCoE);
(7) Reitis Crypto Wallet + Debit Card, completely replacing the need of a traditional bank.

REITIS – THE DIGITAL REIT
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6. REITIS BUSINESS STRUCTURE
6.1 Reitis Companies
From start, Reitis Capital consists of two Companies, each with clear responsibilities, contributing
to the development of the actual real estate business in harmony with its tokenisation.
The first Company is a financial company REITIS CAPITAL OU through which capital is drawn to
develop projects. As Reitis Capital OU Company aims to be the first Digital REIT, 90% of the
financial its profit goes to the Reitis Community Network of Investors.
The second is an operating company, REITIS CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT SRL, which manages real
estate projects from the acquisition, construction, and renovation of properties to selling or
renting them. The structure is created to protect crowd investors’ assets.

6.2 Unique Construction Proposition (UCP)
6.2.1 Class A+ Residential & Commercial Developments
In order to offer security and stability to investors and owners, we build Class A+ residential &
commercial edifices with the following features:
 Reducing thermal energy consumption by up to 70%.
 Apartments with very efficient sound insulation.
 Noise and dust-free suction system.
 Ventilation with heat recovery for permanent clean air in the apartment or room.
 Affordable heating alternative/solar energy.
 IoT, the safety you can count on; a security system with a mobile application.
 Free lighting system on the staircases and in the garages.

6.2.2 The Use of Disruptive Technologies in Real Estate
Developments
In our real estate development projects, we:
 Apply disruptive technologies, 3D printing in construction, through DesignVAST and
RoboVAST 3D printers.
 Bring buildings to the maximum energy efficiency, close to "zero energy consumption".
 Very soundproofed rooms with clean air inside, to ensure increased comfort.
 Offer healthy living and savings through high energy efficiency, thermal bridge optimized
buildings, solar energy, IoT, and much more.

6.2.3 The Use of Internet Technologies in the Real Estate
(Tokenisation)
Why someone who owns a construction and real estate business would choose to tokenize it?
There are many good reasons, but we will mention a few here:
- Applying decentralised finance to the real estate business, so that any person in the world
REITIS – THE DIGITAL REIT
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-

can access it.
High security of investment and transactions on the platform, and better guarantees than
on crowdfunding platforms.
There is no need for intermediaries; the user is the real estate owner and the holder of
his/her own DeFi banking system.
Much lower costs compared to traditional investments and crowdfunding.
Holding all keys and money, the Investor is in complete control of his funds.
The total transparency through DeFi, blockchain and explorer.

6.3 Charity & Social Development
Reitis Academy:
For learning and applying new technologies and new ways of using money wisely, according to old
and yet very strong biblical principles.
Reitis Labs:
For learning and creating new technology products in human related domains (family, health,
sports) and business domains (real estate, finances).
Reitis Housing Foundation:
To help unhoused people acquire affordable accommodation, traditional and new technology
houses, such as 3D printed homes.
Social Enterprise:
To create a strong partnership based on Biblical principles with a Christian business institution, or
set up a new Social Enterprise, for the management of all the academic and social projects.

REITIS – THE DIGITAL REIT
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7. TOKENOMICS
(TOKEN ECONOMICS)
Token economics (or tokenomics) is the study of the new type of economy defined as a particular
ecosystem in a blockchain environment.7Every ecosystem comprises several elements and the
token functions as the central element of this new type of economy. A token is a digital asset that
can belong to different categories: utility, security, DeFi, fungible or non-fungible.

7.1 Special Features of Reitis DeFi
Why did we choose to develop business models in both traditional crowdfunding and blockchain
technology modes? Because blockchain technology and decentralised finance offer a plus of
several exceptional features:
 Distributed, decentralised peer-to-peer transactions;
 Removing intermediaries and third parties;
 Significantly reduced fees compared with traditional crowdfunding third-party services;
 Accessible and scalable transactions;
 Very low transaction fees;
 Reducing costs of operating network nodes;
 Providing transparency of transactions and documents;

7.2 Reitis Tokens Specifications / Metrics
Reitis DeFi is a decentralised finance trading platform, with its native BEP-20 standard
token XREI, connected to the tokenised real estate development business. The XREI
token allows holders to execute multiple transactions on decentralised exchanges
(DEXs). XREI token’s use case includes buying actual real estate NFTs, and rewarding
Network participants. Its total supply is 50,000,000 tokens.
BSC Contract: 0x4376ba3a5bd82a1026f4a02869c54f80daeca300
Facts Name of token 
Consensus Mechanism
Investment Protocol
Relation
Number of tokens issued
The initial price of the token
Type of the Security
Maturity time, for stake
Liquidity
Investing, buying, swapping
Trading, farming, staking
Voting

7

xREI (XREI)
DeFi
BEP 20 Standard
Decentralised
50 Million
Established by DeFi markets

Immediate
Trade on PancakeSwap and other DEXs
On our enterprise-grade platform and PancakeSwap DEX
Variable stake, on PancakeSwap
Yes

Token economics definition: https://espeoblockchain.com/blog/tokenomics-token-economics
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7.4 Reitis Token Allocation
7.4.1 XREI Token
XREI Token Allocation

Allocated for the Community on Exchanges: 42,500,000
Community, Marketing & Development Budget: 7,500,000

Budget
Allocated for the Community on DExchanges:
Total distribution as PAYMENT means for buying, renting or lending
real estate NFTs (apartments) and for TRADING and STAKING on
DEX and CEX markets (backed by square meters of residential and
commercial buildings listed on the platform).
Community, Marketing & Development Budget
TOTAL xREI Tokens

XREI Tokens
42,500,000

Percent
85%

7,500,000
50,000,000

15%
100.00%

7.4.2 Reitis Community Network Token Distribution
Distribution to the Community & Developers
Development
BUDGET
Charity

500,000

% Dev
Budget
6.67%

% from Total
Budget
1.00%

Marketing

2,500,000

33.33%

5.00%

Management &
Development

2,000,000

26,66%

4.00%

Bonus Pool
Security Fund

500,000
1,500,000
500,000

6.67%
20.00%
6.67%

1.00%
3.00%
1.00%

7,500,000

100.00%

15.00%

Reserve Fund

TOTAL

# of Tokens

REITIS – THE DIGITAL REIT

7,500,000 XREI to the Community & Dev
RSCoE: Financial education, health, housing
for unhoused
IBC Group campaigns, community rewards,
social media
Management, project and software
development
For early investors and communities
Anti hacking security fund to pay users
Financial planning, annual reports, testing
platform, ISO 27001, cover the compound
interest, unexpected issues
50,000,000 Total Tokens Supply
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7.4.3 Token Sales and Discounts
Your investment in the Reitis project is much appreciated and always remember that we are
committed to bringing value to investors.8
XREI Start Price on PancakeSwap = 0.225 BUSD (will be listed publicly on DEX)
10,000,000 XREI to be distributed in 2022, as follows:
5,000,000 XREI tokens Pre-sale and IDO;
3,000,000 XREI tokens on PancakeSwap and other DEXs;
2,000,000 XREI for the Development.
Platform / Launchpad
Private Sale
https://defi.reitiscapital.com/
BullPerks
https://bullperks.com/
TrustPad
https://trustpad.io/
Red Kite
https://redkite.polkafoundry.com/
Skyward Finance
https://skyward.finance/
Solster
https://solster.finance/
Kommunitas
https://kommunitas.net/

Date of sales
event
12.04.2022

XREI discount
price
0.10BUSD

$BUSD /
$USDT
200,000

# of XREI
tokens (xR)
2,000,000

To be set
(Tbs)
Tbs

0.15 BUSD

75,000

500,000

0.15 BUSD

75,000

500,000

Tbs

0.15 BUSD

75,000

500,000

Tbs

0.15 BUSD

75,000

500,000

Tbs

0.15 BUSD

75,000

500,000

Tbs

0.15 BUSD

75,000

500,000

TOTAL = $650,000

5,000,000 xR

7.4.4 XREI Value Increase
All the constructions made by Reitis Capital and all services which result from the development of
the real estate projects (especially the rents) will be available for purchase by the final Client with
the XREI token, or fiat currency. The sale and rental offers published by Reitis Capital will have a
promotion that will benefit the purchase with XREI Tokens against fiat currency. By motivating
the Client to use Reitis DeFi tokens when purchasing real estate properties or services, we
increase the currency's demand and implicitly its value.

7.4.5XREI DeFi Token Anti-inflation Distribution
Anti-inflation distribution, based on Reitis listed and developed real estate projects.
Distribution on DEX
Distributed
XREI to DEX
XREI for
Circulating
markets, in the year 
XREI Token
Development
Supply of XREI
Year 1 (2022)
10,000,000
8,000,000
2,000,000
10,000,000
Year 2
10,000,000
9,000,000
2,000,000
20,000,000
Year 3
10,000,000
9,000,000
2,000,000
30,000,000
Year 4
10,000,000
9,000,000
1,000,000
40,000,000
Year 5
10,000,000
7,000,000
500,000
50,000,000
Total in 5 years
50,000,000
42,500,000
7,500,000

8

ReitisCapital.com, Details on sales events: https://reitiscapital.com/marketing/
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7.4.6 Reitis Tokens Supply Control Mechanism
Backed by Real Live Projects
As seen in the table below, we put a large portion of tokens into locking. In this way we want to
ensure that investors are committed to the project’s success. This is making a market dump or crash
more difficult, or even impossible. The distribution of XREI will be done gradually, the planning of this
distribution being made according to the listing of the projects that will be sold by NFTs on the REITIS
DeFi platform.
Distribution
Year 
Year 1 (2022)
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Total in 5
years

Distributed
XREI to
XREI for
XREI Tokens
DEX
Development
10,000,000 8,000,000
2,000,000
10,000,000 9,000,000
2,000,000
10,000,000 9,000,000
2,000,000
10,000,000 9,000,000
1,000,000
10,000,000 7,500,000
500,000
50,000,000 42,500,000
7,500,000

REITIS – THE DIGITAL REIT

Locked XREI
Tokens
8,000,000
9,000,000
9,000,000
9,000,000
7,500,000
42,500,000

https://reitiscapital.com/

Vesting
Pre-sale and IDO
budget locked for
one year. After
that linear vesting
for one year.
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8. LEGAL & JURISDICTIONS
DeFi Regulations
The decentralised finance ecosystem is performing as it was originally intended to by providing an
uncensorable way for crypto holders to transact outside of the control and purview of
governments and financial regulators. However, DeFi protocols usually rely on incentives and
governance votes to adjust the behaviour of the protocol. As DeFi is hard to regulate, instead of
enforcing the KYC-AML requirements, a regulatory framework could use native DeFi incentives to
organically increase the compliance of DeFi protocols.It is conceivable that such a mechanism will
attract more liquidity into DEX pools while also incentivizing users to complete KYC-AML
processes.9

Countries that Have Banned or Restricted Crypto Currency Use
Blockchain is mostly welcomed in most parts of the world. However, some countries have banned
cryptocurrencies use. As of March 2022, these countries are Algeria, Afghanistan, Bangladesh,
Bolivia, China, Colombia, Ecuador, India, Indonesia, Morocco, Qatar, Pakistan, Thailand, Vanuatu,
and Vietnam. In addition to the countries where cryptocurrencies are banned, there are also
countries where bitcoin is somewhat restricted and cannot be traded or used for payment. In
such states, banks and other financial service providers are prohibited from dealing with crypto
exchanges and companies. In more extreme cases, the countries have even banned crypto
exchanges: China, India, Ecuador, Indonesia, Morocco, Zambia, Nepal, Egypt, and American
Samoa. Despite the bans and restrictions, these laws have not eradicated cryptocurrency trades
and their usage. Due to the decentralised nature of cryptocurrencies, it is almost impossible to
ban them. Nonetheless, it is your own responsibility to check the law in your country before
joining our DeFi.ReitisCapital.com platform.

GDPR
At Reitis, we understand that compliance and risk management are critical, which is why on the
platform we offer seamless integration of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
designed to protect the privacy of European Community citizens, ensure their personal data is not
exported outside the EU, and give them control of how the data is used. The Reitis Platform is
fully compliant with GDPR.

9

Coindesk, A Few Thoughts on DeFi Regulation: https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2021/11/16/a-few-unorthodoxthoughts-on-defi-regulation/
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9. THE SECURITY OF INVESTMENT
Security Processes for Investors
Real estate business employees, vendors, contractors, and all investors must be aware of how
important security is. We will educate and require standardized practices like multi-factor
authentication, password managers, regular password changes, securing devices, or fingerprints.
Security is our first concern before building anything. Emphasizing security reduces publicly
embarrassing flaws and course corrections in the future, saving money and time.

The Compliance and Safety
Reitis compliance goes hand in hand with user safety. Reitis always puts the safety of user assets
in the first place, and that the safety of user assets is of paramount importance. We have invested
and continue to invest heavily in platform security and the effectiveness of control measures.
Simple but important Reitis rules:
 no touching on user assets;
 no market intervention;
 no user counterparty trading;
 compliance with contracts.

Reitis Safety – High Standard
Responsibility — Finding the best solution to make the project functional, secure, responsive and
responsible for all.
Education — Offering the possibility to people(by Reitis Community Networks) to learn about
decentralised finance, blockchain, investments, and real estate.
Investment — Highly liquid real estate, offering DeFi at start points; and fractional property
ownership and dividends within the Block Real Estate Corporation of People.
Transparency —DeFi, explorers, financial reports, video surveillance on construction sites, open
visits of apartments, permanent communication through multiple channels.
Involvement —High level of passion was put into creating the Reitis project, and it will continue
so by involving the entire Community.
Social — development of social projects through Reitis Social Centre of Excellence (RSCoE) and
developing Reitis Community Networks through social media.

Scalability — Reitis Ledger is scalable through DeFi and by spreading among Networks the Proof
of Asset concept.
Accessibility — A distributed peer-to-peer ledger, user-friendly applications and public DeFi
Network.
Fairness — Provide overall satisfaction to all participants in the Network and deliver right to Reitis
Members.
Efficiency — No middleman, lower transaction fees, high security, high liquidity of real estate
investment and fractional ownership.
Transactions — Transparent transactions, with no record of personal data, bringing trust in the
market.
Yield — Steady return of investment (ROI) by increasing market value through DeFi and
blockchain real estate development.

REITIS – THE DIGITAL REIT
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10. REITIS TIMELINE
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11. REITIS MARKETING
Reitis MBA (Mutual Business Associate)

Ambassador or Reitis Business Associate (RBA)
Reitis Mutual Business Associate (rMBA) is a partnership program based on investment and
reference. It is not a worthless referral program but a genuine partnership and business matter;
therefore, it is based on a small investment first made by an interested person or business. A
rMBA will get a partner code found in the User's account on defi.reitiscapital.com platform after
buying a minimum 500 XREI tokens. Also, when someone registers on the platforms with your
partner code and makes an investment you, as an associate, receive a commission (3-5% from the
investment value) on the platform account from the recommended person's value.

Marketing Strategies, Online Advertising & Social Networks
The Company intends to use a variety of online advertising mediums to reach the target audience.
Reitis Capital can reach a broad audience for a small fraction of traditional advertising costs and
appeal to consumers in a medium that can quickly bring results. Through article writing and
messaging distributed through social and blockchain networks, advertising can take the form of
self-serve publicity and promotion.

Mobile Advertising
Reitis Capital will implement a high-volume innovative messaging campaign for smartphone Reitis
Members to reach mobile Reitis Members, including the app to access the platform from these
devices.

Celebrity Marketing
Reitis marketing includes famous persons: actor, musician, athlete, cartoon character, writer, etc.
Our marketing campaigns involve the celebrity in the brand's image, relying on the celebrity's
reputation.

Traditional Promotion
Reitis Capital will implement this commonly used form of general advertising, including
newspapers, magazines, and services directly to potential clients through in-person visits.

REITIS – THE DIGITAL REIT
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12. FINANCIAL FORECASTS
12.1 Long Term Financial Plan
Our financial plan is to develop a minimum 5 real estate projects (acquire, refurbish, renovate,
build, give value to), in 25 countries, on a secure long-term time of 10 years.
At the beginning, we target CEE and other developing countries to construct residential buildings
and developed countries for the construction of accommodation (5-star hotels), office buildings,
and student houses. In the next stage of development, starting from June 2022, we target US and
other real estate markets.

12.1.1 Reitis Financial Forecast

12.1.2 XREI Token Value
All the constructions by Reitis Capital and all services which result from the development of the
real estate projects (mainly the rents) will be available for purchase by the final Client with the
XREI token, or fiat currency. The sale and rental offers published by Reitis Capital will have a
promotion that will benefit the purchase with XREI tokens against fiat currency. By motivating
people to use XREI tokens when purchasing real estate properties or services, we increase the
currency's demand and implicitly its value. We will also partner with premium real estate
developers that wish to benefit from technology and to sell their properties with XREI token.
Example: For an apartment that costs €80,000 (in fiat), the price in XREI token will have a 5%
discount, so the apartment will cost 80,000 XREI (depending on the market value of the token at
the time of the promotion; in our example, the start value is €1), i.e., €76,000. Thus, paying with
Reitis token, the Client earns €4,000.
REITIS – THE DIGITAL REIT
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12.2 Reitis Token Marketcap and Value
Year

Listed
Sq.
Meters

Distributed
number of
xREI

Building
Cost (in €)

Expenses
(in €)

Sales
(in €)

xREI Demand
(in €)

xREI
Value
(€)

Marketcap

1

10.000

10.000.000

6.000.000

0

17.500.000

8.750.000

1,25

12.500.000

2

20.000

10.000.000

12.000.000

1.224.000

34.470.000

17.235.000

2,46

49.242.857

3

40.000

10.000.000

24.000.000

5.062.494

66.136.470

33.068.235

3,31

99.204.705

4

65.000

10.000.000

39.000.000

13.601.952

112.099.681

56.049.840

4,31

172.461.048

5

95.000

10.000.000

57.000.000

25.582.865

199.339.996

99.669.998

6,23

311.468.744

6

110.000

66.000.000

39.677.301

288.382.849

144.191.424

12,02

600.797.601

7

140.000

82.600.000

57.875.888

395.317.993

197.658.996

13,18

658.863.322

8

150.000

88.500.000

78.600.393

502.118.678

251.059.339

16,74

836.864.463

9

170.000

102.000.000

103.573.745

630.258.938

315.129.469

21,01

1.050.431.564

10

185.000

111.000.000

130.393.001

782.197.165

391.098.583

26,07

1.303.661.942

TOTAL

985.000

588.100.000

455.591.640

3.027.821.770

1.513.910.885

50.000.000

(1) Square meters planned to be built or rented each year
(2) Made according to distribution plan in first 5 years
(3) The cost of developing real estate projects
(4) Operational costs with rented buildings
(5) Revenues from sales or rents of REITIS properties
(6) We estimate that only 50% of all REITIS sales will be made with xREI
(7) Calculation based only on the demand created from the sale of Reitis properties!
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13. REITIS TEAM
MANAGEMENT & DEVELOPMENT
TEODOR MIROSLAV MUNTEAN, President, Project Manager
https://www.linkedin.com/in/teodor-m-muntean/
MUNTEAN IONEL BOGDAN, CEO – Real Estate Asset Development Manager
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bogdanmuntean/
TEODOR LOGHIN, Full-Stack Developer, CTO
https://www.linkedin.com/in/loghinteodor/
MARIUS IGNAT, Front-End Developer
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mariusignat/
RAZVAN BENCHEA, Human & Robotics Resources Manager
https://www.linkedin.com/in/razvan-benchea/

ADVISORY TEAM
SERGIU AGACHI STRATULAT, Reitis Legal Expert, Business Lawyer
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sergiu-agachi-stratulat/
TIBERIU FOCICA, Sales Consultant, Conference Speaker
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tibif/
CRISTIAN S. VIMER, PhD, Structural Design Engineer, Owner's Representative
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cristianvimer/

INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS FOR SUCCESS
The strategic partnerships allow us to execute real estate projects of high quality. When the value
creation is completed, the investors are the first to get their returns. In this way, Reitis wishes to
maintain an ethical foundation in which we all get satisfied. Through Cross-Functional Alliances,
Reitis Capital plans to encourage strategic associations with organizations to meet the complete
spectrum of requirements while simplifying the engagement model.
For more team members and partners visit:
Team: https://reitiscapital.com/team/
Partners: https://reitiscapital.com/partners/
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14. INVESTMENT RISKS DISCLAIMERS
IF YOU ARE UNCERTAIN AS TO ANYTHING IN THIS WHITE PAPER OR YOU ARE NOT PREPARED TO TAKE ANY
HIGHLY RISKY FINANCIAL OR COMMERCIAL DECISION, WE STRONGLY URGE YOU NOT TO SPEND ANY
FUNDS IN RELATION TO THIS WHITE PAPER. WE RECOMMEND YOU CONSULT LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX AND
OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS OR EXPERTS FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE BEFORE MAKING ANY FINANCIAL
AND COMMERCIAL DECISION RELATED TO THIS WHITE PAPER. PLEASE READ THIS “INVESTMENT RISKS,
DISCLAIMERS AND DISCLOSURES” SECTION CAREFULLY.
We strongly recommend that each Investor review the risk disclosures in detail before investing in any
Digital Asset. Each Investor will be required to acknowledge the risks set out below in the terms and
conditions of investing.

Risks of Investing in DeFi
Decentralised finance applications enable investors to earn interest on their digital asset holdings as well
as providing an array of trading, investing, and hedging solutions. However, as with all types of investing,
the DeFi markets are far from risk-free. Essentially, there are three main DeFi risks: code, market, and
regulatory. The major risk for DeFi investors is potential vulnerabilities in the code of live protocols that
could be exploited, thus leading to a loss of user funds and/or a sharp decline in the protocol token’s value.
The market risk faced when holding DeFi tokens is much higher than when holding established digital
assets, such as bitcoin (BTC) or ether (ETH), as they are less liquid. For now, decentralised financial
applications have not gained much regulator attention. However, as the market grows, regulators are
starting to take notice. As digital assets become a more regulated industry globally, we can expect DeFi
regulations to follow. Future strict regulations may affect your DeFi returns.

Risks Related to Regulatory Framework
We are required to comply with the applicable laws and regulations of the European Union, CEE and the
UK; we may become subject to such laws and regulations in other jurisdictions. Our Team of Lawyers make
efforts to conform to all jurisdictions involved. Nevertheless, we cannot guarantee that our internal
policies and procedures will be sufficient to prevent or detect any inappropriate practices and violations of
law by our affiliates, employees, officers, executives, partners, agents, suppliers and service providers, nor
that any such persons will not take actions in violation of our policies and procedures. Any violations by
any third party could have a material adverse effect on our business, reputation, results of operations and
financial condition.

Other Disclosures
Although we will offer training classes, only individuals, entities, or companies with experience with and
understanding of the usage and particulars of blockchain, including cryptographically secured digital
tokens and blockchain-based software systems, should assume investments. The Investor should have a
functional understanding of storage and transmission mechanisms associated with cryptographic tokens.
The Issuer will not be responsible in any way for loss of Tokens resulting from actions taken by or omitted
by Investors. If you do not have such experience or expertise, then you should not purchase Tokens or
participate in the sale of Tokens. In addition to the risks included above, there are other risks associated
with your purchase, possession and use of Tokens, including unanticipated risks. This WHITEPAPER topic is
about xREI as a Token and does not constitute a prospectus, an offering memorandum and/or another
offering document relating to the Issuer and has not been yet reviewed or approved by any financial
regulator or securities commission in any jurisdiction.
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Issued by Reitis Team
To be permanently improved and adjusted by DeFi Reitis Communities!
Join Reitis and get notified about pre-sale and important info
Join Reitis Global Telegram Group
To get XREI tokens go to PancakeSwap DEX (soon!) and on our DeFi platform
To invest in a listed real estate project go to My.ReitisCapital.com platform
If you want to become a seed investor partner send us a message
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